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 WPMF Charter Signatories who have signed as Individuals

Ÿ Prof. Hiroshi Tanaka, Project Management Leader, Japan 

Ÿ R Max Wideman, Architect of PM Movement, Canada

Ÿ Ed Naughton, Director, Institute of Project Management, Ireland

Ÿ Veikko Välilä, Former President, IPMA, Finland

Ÿ Gilles Caupin, Former President, IPMA, France

Ÿ Dr. Peter Morris, UCL, UK

Ÿ Prof. Dr. Çetin Elmas, President, Turkish Project Management    
Association, Turkey

Ÿ Dr. Ralf Muller, BI Norwegian Business School, Norway

Ÿ Paul Dinsmore, Global thought leader, Brazil

Ÿ Raphael Albergarias, President, IPMA Brasil, Brazil

Ÿ Dr. David Hillson, The Risk Doctor, UK

Ÿ Dr. Sergey Bushuyev, Founder & President UPMA, Ukraine

Ÿ Roberto Mori, Former President, IPMA, Italy

Ÿ Alan Stretton, Global thought leader, Australia

Ÿ Yvonne Butler, MD,The Information Source, Australia 

Ÿ Taryn van Olden, CEO, Association for Project
Management, South Africa

Ÿ Thomas Walenta, PMI Fellow, Germany

Ÿ Adesh Jain, Chairman, i2P2M

Ÿ DV Kapur, Founding Chairman of NTPC

Ÿ TKA Nair, Member of the Intl. Advisory Board JICA Japan,
was Advisor to the former Prime Minister of India    

Ÿ RC Bhargava, Chairman, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd

Ÿ Yaduvendra Mathur, Special Secretary, NITI  Aayog

Ÿ Gurdeep Singh, Chairman & MD, NTPC 

Ÿ Sanjiv Singh, Chairman & MD, Indian Oil

Ÿ Anil Kumar Chaudhary, Chairman & MD, SAIL

Ÿ Dr. Sudhir Mishra, MD & CEO, BrahMos

Ÿ Katsuo Matsumoto, Chief Representative, JICA

Ÿ Prabh Das, MD & CEO, HMEL

Ÿ Ruchira Jain, MD, CEPM

Ÿ Dr. Emandi Sankara Rao, MD & CEO, IFCI

Ÿ Rear Adm. Sanjay Chaubey (Retd.), CMD, ECIL 

Ÿ Subir Kumar Chowdhury, MD & CEO, JCB India Ltd.

Ÿ E S Ranganathan, MD, IGL

Ÿ Ashwani Gupta, Executive Director, HFCL

Ÿ Neeraj Agrawal, MD, McDermott

Ÿ GK Pillai, MD & CEO, Walchandnagar Industries

Ÿ Vipin Sondhi, Hinduja Group, UK

CEPM - 28 years of strengthening project management movement in India  
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Centre
for Excellence in Project Management

CEPM - Strengthening project management since 1992 setting a new benchmark in
executive education globally

in te rna t i ona l  Ins t i t u t e  o f 
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(a not for profit company)Virtual Connect
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For more details : cepm.com/wpmf

The challenge to human brain is to ensure its own survival.

st2019 (1  WPMF)
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1992 - 2020

Vision realisation is a balancing act between economic, social and ecological considerations.

Today is a result of our actions of yesterday. The only thing we can do today is to build tomorrow. DNA of future lies in present. In 

fact, the word project is derived from the Latin word 'projectum' which implies 'to throw something forward'. 

The Charter of the World Project Management Forum (WPMF) is for a continual exchange of ideas to address major concerns 

and solutions through best and next practices deployed in the front end of vision realisation i.e. project creation by taking full 

cognizance of technological advancements and sustainability considerations such as impact on climate change. Vision 

realisation should balance economic, social and ecological considerations. The finer aspects of the vision realisation 

must be integrative in meeting demands of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs. The Charter also encourages the exchange of ideas for the other two aspects, namely project delivery and benefits 

realisation. That is because optimising project delivery needs to be linked with the benefits visualised at the time of project 

creation.

Project management is the art and science of converting vision into reality. This reality can only be achieved by undertaking of  

projects. It is estimated that over 25% of global GDP, that is, almost $20 trillion is delivered via projects. We need more advocacy 

to establish projects as a medium to transform vision to reality. 

In a generic sense, there are three broad aspects to Vision Realisation (VR). The first aspect of VR is in project creation implying 

the front end of aligning stakeholders with governance and in-built transparency acting as a common denominator across the 

entire cycle of VR. Project creation is driven either in anticipation of, or due to, compulsions of change focussing on 'Why' and 

'Why Not' aspects. This front end or macro aspects of project management i.e. project creation is the master key for 

success of vision realisation. Obviously, this phase of project creation has a major impact on achieving both tangible and 

intangible benefits as initially visualised. 

The other two aspects of VR are that of project delivery (traditional project management at the micro level) and benefits achieved 

(outcome) linked with the visualised benefits at the time of project creation. 

When does the phase of a project delivery cycle start? It is when the sponsoring organization starts spending resources on the 

project delivery leading to project outcome or benefits achieved.

Society is facing many challenges in today's dynamic, unpredictable and disruptive Volatile-Uncertain-Complex-        

Ambiguous (VUCA) world that requires a global understanding and convergence of the cyberspace, the physical space 

and bio space given the context of fourth industrial revolution in thinking amongst stakeholders. Some of the most 

significant issues and challenges that needs to be addressed includes sustainability of planet earth and the uncertainties 

caused due to technological breakthroughs and disruptions. We need to be agile in understanding unpredictable factors and in 

dynamically recalibrating the benefits visualised at the time of project creation.

The World Project Management Forum (WPMF) will also catalyse the development of a 'Project Mindset' to deal with 

uncertainties by taking a 'holistic' global view keeping in view Vasudeva Kutumbakam – the 'whole world is a family' which is a 

reality today in an increasingly global inter-connected world with multi-cultural complexities which can be leveraged. 

Charter

World Project Management Forum

WPMF
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28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM



1992 - 2020

Balancing demands of present with needs of future generations should be kept in mind at all times.

28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM

Since we floated the idea of  in March 2019, we have received very enthusiastic response in WPMF 
initiating the WPMF Meet from over 150 professionals across the world.

                                     –  The whole world is a family.

This is an excellent initiative to improve the macro level of project visualisation.  (Pevvila, Villar Diaz, Victor, Peru)

I think this initiative is timely, for at least three reasons.
One: It is clear and becoming even clearer that society is facing many challenges that require a global response. …..
Over 25% of GDP is delivered via projects. (Peter Morris, UK)

This appears to me as a timely initiative. I fully support your initiative. (Gilles Caupin, France)

“Congratulations!  This is a great and important initiative that the world needs. The project management
profession needs a higher purpose.  (David L Pells, USA)

I personally believe is an excellent endeavour - a global platform for all project professionals across the world.  
(Md. Abdullah Al Mamoon, Bangladesh)

Congratulations on this initiative! I have long shared this view and have worked on many projects where focusing up front
has made enormous difference.  (Yvonne Butler, Australia)

I really like the idea because we do need to lift PM to a much broader discussion.  (Bill Young, Australia) 

You’ve tapped into a real need that is enthusing some of our senior colleagues. I support the idea.   (David Hillson, UK)

It is amazing how one simple page can offer such breadth and depth and have the potential for significant world-wide impact. 
Good for you! I wholeheartedly agree with your emphasis on the front end visualization as one of the key project
success factors.  (Drew Davison, Canada) 

I consider your idea exceptional and intriguing.  (Tomasz Wrzesiewski, Poland)

I am very excited about your vision, Adesh!  (Andy Kaufman, USA) 

I find your initiative excellent and timely. I'm happy to support it.  (Veikko Valila, Finland) 

I think the focus of the new organization should be to use good procedures of project analysis, project development, project 
feasibility studies,….  Projects with poor front end result in over budget and behind schedule.  (Robert Youker, USA)
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2017 & 2018 Global Symposiums on
"Transforming India through Project Mindset" (2017)

and "Managing Uncertainties  
in Today’s Competitive Environment" (2018)

Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog

Honorary Chairmen of the International Advisory Councils 1992 to 2019

1992 - 2020

ndBe a part of this 2  WPMF  Virtual Meet 

1997 Global Symposium on
'Transformation of Organisations

through Project Management'
Klaus Pannenbacker, Chairman, IPMA, Germany

st
2019 Global Symposium (1  WPMF) on 

"Project creation – aligning present to future possibilities"
Adesh Jain, Chairman, i2P2M & Founder WPMF

28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM



1992 - 2020

This front end or macro aspects of project management is the master key. 5

The whole world is a family.

First WPMF Organising Team Members with guests. Adesh Jain, Founder of WPMF explaining the 
rationale behind WPMF.

 600+ participants from 116 institutions. 

The 3 Recipients of Honorary CEPM Fellowship 2019 
Yaduvendar Mathur Fmr. Special Secetrory, NITI Aayog, 
Raphael Albergerias (Brazil) & Dr. AK  Singh, DG, DRDO.

Inaugural lamp lit jointly by (R-L) Dr. Hiroshi Tanaka (Japan), 
Veikko Valila (Finland) and Raphael Albergerias (Brazil) along 
with  Adesh Jain, Dr. AK Singh & TKA Nair.

Some speakers (L-R) Jain India, Thomson UK, Karolyi 
Hungary, Butler Australia, Ajam USA, Maeckel Germany, 
Albergarias Brazil, Valila Finland and Prof. Andersen  Norway.

stHighlights of the  1  World Project Management Forum (WPMF) Meet (December 2019)

Some participants of one of the WPMF Streams. 8 of the 37 WPMF Charter Signatories.Gurdeep Singh, Chairman & MD, NTPC interacting with the 
audience after his keynote speech. 

Future getting unfurled in present. Time to relax in the WPMF dinner.Climate change must be kept in view all the time.

28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM



1992 - 2020

thGlimpses of the 26  Global Symposium 2018

Due diligence in project creation facilitates project delivery.

 Symposium participants all ready to nurture a project mindset.

Since 1992 when the first international conference was organised by CEPM in association with UNDP, over 20000 professionals from virtually all sectors 

from India and from over 80 countries have participated in our programs. The foundation for the scientific project management was laid in 1992 in India.

thAmitabh Kant, CEO of NITI Aayog inaugurating the 26  Global Symposium. In his 
address he emphasised that project management is the backbone in managing a 
VUCA environment.

Since 1995, on an annual basis CEPM confers an Hony. Fellowship to distinguished 
professionals who have excelled in project management. 2018 recipients were:      
(L-R) David Hillson (UK), Alkesh Sharma (DMICDC), Dr. ES Rao (IFCI), Dr. Rajendra 
Mishra (MP Police) and A Seshagiri Rao (TCIL).
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As a tradition, the global symposiums and training programs conducted by CEPM 
globally begins with Saraswati Invocation which is symbolic of continuous learning. 
Effective learning and unlearning can take place only when we have a calm and 
inquisitive mind. 

Opening address by Adesh Jain, Symposium Director. He emphasised that the major 
challenge is in accelerating the rate of reduction of uncertainties as time is most 
crucial in realising vision.

28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM
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Global Symposiums – Historical Perspective

1992 - 2020

How does a project get to be a year late? One day at a time. – Frederick Brooks

(1994) The Third International Conference on ‘Risk-Transition-Change and 
Project Management’ organised by CEPM. (L-R) Dr. Abid Hussain 
receiving the Guru Dakshina, Adesh Jain, Program Director, a participant offering 
the Guru Dakshina and Dr. AS Ganguli, Chairman, HLL. Adesh Jain’s initiative 
in promoting project management is acclaimed worldwide.

(1993) A glimpse of the second International conference organized by Centre for 
Excellence in Project Management (CEPM) in association with UNDP. Seen seated on 
the dias - Hon’ble then Cabinet Minister, Shri Pranab Mukherjee in centre. Mantosh 
Sondhi, Chairman IAC 1993 is on his left and Adesh Jain, Director-In-Charge of CEPM 
and Program Director is on his right. 

(1992) (L-R) Adesh Jain, Director-In-Charge of CEPM and Program Director of the 
st1  International Conference, one of the participants offering Guru Dakshina to Dr. 

SK Mahapatra, Secretary, Department of Programme Implementation, Government 
of India. 

(2017) Hon’ble Minister of Industry and Commerce, Shri Suresh Prabhu released the 
book titled ‘Building a Project Oriented Society’ covering project management events 
from 1992 to 2017 authored by Ruchira Jain, MD, CEPM and one of the foremost 
trainers of Asia having trained over 10,000 professionals.  

(2011) Hon’ble Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, Bharat Ratna and former President of India gave 
Special Address in Global Symposium on "Festival of thinkers and doers". It was a 
privilege for Dr. GS Krishnan of NASA, USA (L)  to be introduced to former President 
of India by Adesh Jain (C). Dr. Kalam also released 7 books published by CEPM.

28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM

(2014) Hon’ble Minister of Road Transport, Highways and Shipping, Shri Nitin Gadkari 
released the book authored by Adesh Jain (2nd right) titled ‘Assorted Thoughts on 
Project Management’ on December 10, 2014. Shri Gadkari was very appreciative of the 
initiatives taken by Adesh Jain in promoting executive education through I/EDPM. David 
Hudson of Australia is on right and Dr. Krishnan of NASA is on left. 
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• Registration fee is non-refundable. However, alternate delegate(s) can be nominated.

• Payments can be made at https://www.cepm.com/wpmf/Register.aspx

• Registration fees does not include GST at 18% for INR payments. 

.  .  .INR 3000 ($40) per person   INR 7500 ($100) for a group of 5 persons  INR 10000 ($130) for a group of 10 persons 

Benefits 

Categories

Company's name and logo                

Reference of the company

Virtual Exhibition Booth

Complimentary participants               

Sponsors
INR 10 Lacs

(US$ 12500) 

 

Up to 200

Co-Sponsors
INR 5 Lacs

(US$ 6250) 

 

Up to 40

Affiliates
INR 3.5 Lacs

(US$ 4500) 

 

Up to 30

Associates
INR 2 Lac

(US$ 2500) 

 

Up to 20

Access to recorded video tapes 

Speaker Slot

Come – Network – Share – Unlearn – Learn – Discover – Apply - Change 

Symposium Director and Founder of WPMF
Email: wpmf@cepm.com, chairman@i2p2m.com

Web: www.cepm.com/wpmf 

A - 48, Sector 5, Noida - 201 301, India
Cell: +91 9999684621, 9810322048, Tel.: (91-120) 4279719
R. O.: 325, Mandakni Enclave, Delhi 110019, CIN: U74899DL1985PTC022028     

What is changing!

 From Learning to Continuous Learning (Incremental Change)

To  Learning to  Unlearning to Learning Again (Disruptive Change)

The challenge to human brain is to ensure its own survival

Are we ready!

1 Year

2

40 Minutes

In all
presentations

All the time visible 
on main website 

6 Months

1

3 Months

1

1 Month

1

Book Virtual Exhibition Booth – INR 22,500 (US$ 300)

Adesh Jain

2000+ Persons from all the continents

30+ Speakers from 20 countries 

6 Major Streams 

S1 Architecting a Sustainable Future through Project Management

S2 Projects don't go wrong, they start wrong

S3 Project Creation in today's disruptive world

S4 Balancing Planet, People and Profit

S5 Performance Measurements

S6 No Surprises? No Chance!

 PMO Challenges S7

20 Virtual Exhibition Halls

On the homepage
of the website  

Be part of this historic event.

nd2  WPMF in virtual environment will lay the foundation for future collaboration and sharing
of wisdom and experience without any boundaries.

28 years of strengthening  project management movement
CEPM
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